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In the recurring debate in Brazil (a country with nearly ��� million
people, �.� million km� , and �,��� municipalities), on the approaches to
broadly democratize quality access to the Internet, there is an outcry of
mobile phone operators who try to convince the public that mobile connectivity will be the "de�nitive" solution to this democratization. Brazil’s
telecommunications have been privatized in ����, and the mobile market
is now dominated by four transnational corporations (Vivo/Telefónica,
TIM, Oi/Portugal Telecom, and Claro). A ��h European company
(GVT/Vivendi) does not o�er mobile services. �ese �ve transnationals
also own the major �ber backbones and satellites.
To reinforce this perception, they promote, through their corporate
association, statistics conglomerating cell phone (prepaid and postpaid)
contracts and �xed broadband contracts, without any distinction regarding prices, quality, and availability. �e four major cell phone operators
are systematically in the consumers’ lists as paradigms for bad service,
breached contracts and very high prices (still among the highest in the
world). Numbers are concentrated in the most developed cities, while
service in poorer regions is of even lower quality or even non-existent.
In fact, most of the Brazilian population considered by these operators
as "connected to the Internet" still uses prepaid phones and very rarely
browse the Internet.
Depending on the will of these companies, access will follow a caste
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structure - the ones who can pay he�y prices and live in more developed
areas will have the best mobile service in their smartphones. �ey usually
are the ones who also have a good �xed broadband connection at home.
Prices in these cities are driven a bit down because these are the markets
where all �ve companies try to compete for broadband service, either
�xed or mobile. Most of the others will have to accept a very restricted
mobile access to the Internet and, if they are lucky, a low-speed �xed
broadband connection at home.
However, wireless services both in urban and rural areas can go well
beyond mobile services based on a cellular network. Beyond what is
already generally known in domestic and community applications using
unlicensed or "light-licensed" bands of the so-called "WiFi" spectrum
(in most countries using the �.� GHz and the �.� GHz bands), new techniques of digital radio communication have emerged which make highly
e�cient use of the available spectrum either in primary or secondary
use modes. In particular, there is a new breed of so�ware radios known
as "cognitive radios"
Also, one ought to keep in mind the need for signi�cant investments
in �ber backbones through which data to and from millions of cell
phones, wireless networks, and �xed connections circulate. Data presented by Cisco� estimate that global mobile data tra�c will grow ��
times from ���� to ���� in mobile networks, when about ��� petabytes
per day (or �.�� terabits per second) will be transported - especially due
to the growing demand for mobile video and access to Internet cloud
services.
Besides expanding on the number of base stations (the mobile network’s "cells") to relieve congestion on the existing ones (in Brazil there
may be up to ten times more cell phones per base station than in the USA
or Europe), it is necessary to invest in backbones which transport calls
and data among these stations and from them to the Internet. Optical
�ber branches of these backbones ought to reach all municipalities, with
abundant, future-proof physical capacity, o�ering one or more points
of presence with the guarantee of isonomic access at reasonable prices
to community, research, and municipal networks, as well as to local
entrepreneurs who may provide a number of Internet services. �ese
are prerequisites to enable broad use of the new radio technologies in
boroughs, cities, sparse urban communities and the rural areas in each
municipality.
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Electromagnetic radiation becomes more directional and more vulnerable to physical obstacles and climatic conditions as the frequency increases. While AM radio (frequencies between ��� kHz and �.�� MHz in
��

the Americas) or traditional tropical or short wave radio may reach thousands of kilometers, FM radio and television in VHF or UHF channels
barely go beyond the horizon without the help of repeaters.
Certain frequency bands are designated by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)� as unlicensed, with power and antenna gain
limitations that restrict the range. �ese are used for home wireless
phones, remote controls, and "bluetooth" devices. It is up to the regulator in each country to establish the speci�c requirements for commercial
or non pro�t usage, and di�erent strategies have been adopted in regard
to the WiFi devices. In order to operate in these bands with longer
range or higher power (for example, in community networks, municipal
networks, local wireless access providers) a license is required in many
countries.�
Most bands are licensed and rigorously controlled exclusively for
specif use by certain operator in a given geographical area. �e allocation of these bands is done through bids, auctions or authorizations
of several types, usually at very high prices, accessible only to larger
telecommunications and media companies.
Brazil considers the spectrum to be an asset of the commons - it cannot be bought or sold. For licensed portions of the spectrum, licenses are
issued (through bidding, auctions or other granting forms) for primary
use in certain regions for a limited time, subject to renovation under
certain conditions. No one can "own" spectrum in Brazil - or at least this
is what the law says. Also, even in the case of unlicensed spectrum bands,
equipment must be certi�ed by the telecommunications regulator.
WiFi radios are well known as so�ware-driven radios which use
spread spectrum techniques to share the unlicensed bands with many
other radios in a given area. �ese are frequently used in community and
municipal networks, as well as for local commercial services. A typical
application in a community network is the use of dual-band radios which
operate simultaneously in the �.� and �.� GHz bands - where the higher
frequency is used to interconnect the radios, thus extending the network
range, and the lower is employed to distribute the signal in each small
area.
Recent advances which combine computing power, information logistics and advanced digital radio techniques have led to what is known
today as cognitive radios. �ese are so�ware radios specially conceived
to operate in several frequencies in programmable automatic mode,
either by accessing data in a remote database to obtain available frequencies in its operating area (information logistics), or through sophisticated
sensing algorithms to detect available frequencies (computing power),
thus even allowing for secondary use (i.e., coexisting with the primary
use allocated by the regulator) of frequencies without a�ecting their
primary use. As an example, an operator might hold a primary use
license in the ��� MHz band, but uses only certain portions of it in
each region - a cognitive radio can identify which portions are not in
use every fraction of a second and operate in these frequencies, thus
��
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providing other services.
Cognitive radios are already capable of operating in several portions
of the spectrum, expanding its data transmission capacity. One example
is a radio capable of operating in any frequency between ��� MHz and
�.� GHz delivering up to ��� Mbps.�
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Each country has its own spectrum attribution table (which de�nes
which services should be run on which chunk of spectrum), generally
compatible with the attribution proposals agreed upon at the ITU. �e
"beach front property" of the spectrum is currently between �� MHz
and � GHz. �is includes all FM and TV (analog and digital) bands,
as well as the numerous frequency bands for mobile telephony and
point-to-point/multipoint data links, among several others.
Television channels in the Americas are in the ranges ��-�� MHz
and ���-��� MHz for VHF (channels � to ��) and ���-��� MHz for UHF
(channels �� to ��). �e range ��-��� MHz is allocated to FM radio,
aeronautical radio services, and ham radio. Analog TV channels in
Brazil broadcast with the PAL-M standard - a variation USA’s NTSC
using the European PAL color standard. As with NTSC, each channel
bandwidth is � MHz. Channel �� is reserved for radioastronomy, and
channels �� to �� (���-��� MHz) are reserved for mobile terrestrial
services to be granted to operators of �G/LTE services.
Since digital TV uses less spectrum than the analog one, the transition to digital has produced what the ITU calls "digital dividend". Also,
in analog broadcasting a blank (non used) channel is required between
two contiguous channels to avoid interference - these empty channels
are called "white spaces". �us, channels � and � can coexist in a given
area, but channel � must remain empty. With digital broadcasting this
separation is no longer required, as the technology enables the use of
adjacent channels without mutual interference.
�e new opportunities for e�cient use of the spectrum in community
networks, particularly with cognitive radios, are signi�cantly enhanced
with the availability of channels from white spaces and gains from the
digital dividend. �ese frequencies propagate to far longer distances than
the ones currently used for WiFi. �is o�ers an exceptional opportunity
to connect sparse communities in rural areas, especially because there
are no plans to extend �ber to these communities.
Digital TV is regulated in Brazil by decrees ����/���� and ����/����,
with the creation of the Brazilian digital TV system (Sistema Brasileiro
para Televisão Digital, SBTVD� ). �e regulator has de�ned �� channels
(UHF channels �� to ��, in the range ���-��� MHz)� . �e current
holders of analog channels have been automatically assigned digital
��

channels. �e bandwidth for each channel continues to be � MHz, and
commercial channels are not allowed to operate with multiprogramming
- this is only allowed for public services.�
SBTVD is a modi�ed version of the Japanese platform ISDB-T, and is
known internationally as ISDB-Tb. �is modi�ed version has also been
adopted by Argentina, Chile, Peru, Venezuela, Ecuador, Paraguay and
Costa Rica. Several other contries in Latin America and in Africa have
also adopted or are considering adoption of the Brazilian system. ISDBTb uses H.��� (MPEG-� AVC) for video compression and a middleware
developed in Brazil - the Ginga system. In April of ���� the ITU certi�ed
the Ginga-NCL module and its programming language NCL/LUA as the
�rst international recommendation for interactive digital multimedia
environments for digital TV and IP-TV (ITU recommendation H.���).
Each channel allows broadcasting of one program in full high de�nition (����p) or simultaneous broadcasting of a high de�nition channel
(���p) and a standard channel (���p) - this latter form is the one being
adopted by the main broadcasters already operating digital TV services.
While full transition to digital TV in Brazil is not expected to complete before ����, the use of white spaces with cognitive radios is possible
right now, depending only on regulatory decisions.
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�e �rst commercial network using white spaces was deployed in Wilmington, North Carolina, culminating a regulatory process initiated by
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in May, ����, when
a public consultation on the use of unlicensed devices on unused TV
channels was issued � . As a result, in September ����, the Engineering
and Technology O�ce of the FCC announced a "projected schedule for
proceeding on unlicensed operation in the TV broadcast bands" � .
Given its propagation characteristics, the Wilmington network enables a far easier positioning of certain connected devices and services,
like the municipal network of monitoring cameras, public vehicles communication, and the activation of local WiFi access points. Interference
with the existing TV channels is avoided because the radio must consult
a database of occupied broadcasting channels before transmission is
allowed.
�e USA has been pondering the destination of analog TV channels
for digital applications since ����. At the end of ���� the FCC agreed to
open the white spaces for unlicensed or light-licensed use. In September
����, the FCC approved rules to operate radios in white spaces, as
well as in free channels le� by the transition to digital TV. To enable
automatic channel selection by the cognitive radios a central geolocation
database providing information on free channels has been activated.
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Radios thus check this database to obtain a list of available channels
in its area of operation, in order to protect the primary user of the
spectrum from interference. A total of �� analog TV channels, spanning
��� MHz of bandwidth, can be accessed for unlicensed or light-licensed
use. Meanwhile, a new standard for cognitive radio for these applications
was developed by the IEEE (���.��) �� and published in ����.
�e FCC has been supporting since ���� (through regulatory measures and concrete experiments), the use of cognitive radio technologies
in municipal and community networks. �is has stimulated manufacturers to launch commercially available cognitive radios for these
applications. With these advances, network architectures can be optimized for the coverage of large areas with the adequate combination of
cognitive radios in the TV bands with WiFi radios in the �.� GHz and
�.� GHz bands, as well as underlying �ber, thus signi�cantly increasing
the options at hand for the design of optimal municipal networks.
In August, ����, Industry Canada carried out a public consultation
for the possible use of unlicensed cognitive devices using white spaces
or free channels below ��� MHz. Since September ����, Canada follows
a policy of light licensing for these bands, similar to the USA’s. For
applications in rural areas, also under light licensing, Canada reserved
the ranges ���-��� MHz and ���-��� MHz. Other countries which have
progressed with similar rules are Finland, the United Kingdom �� and
Japan. �e European Union is working to de�ne similar common rules.
�e advance of cognitive radio technologies enables numerous applications for secondary use of the spectrum. With the use of advanced
modulation technologies (like the ones currently deployed with �G/LTE
networks) data densities of �� bit/Hz or more can be reached. On a white
space � MHz channel, with this density data transmission can theoretically reach �� Mbps (compared to �� Mbps of digital TV broadcasting).
As already mentioned, a radio can combine several channels to increase
throughput.
In the ��� MHz band there are already commercial devices and
concrete examples of deployment of cognitive radio for interconnecting
o�ces in companies which traditionally use this band for its internal
networks �� . In this case there should be �exibility in the regulation to
allow for secondary use, especially in rural areas and to connect sparse
communities.
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While in the USA and other developed countries there has been a signi�cant advance in regulatory strategies associated with cognitive radio
technologies to enable its broad deployment to optimize spectrum usage
at the edge, in Brazil and other countries of the region these initiatives
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have been timid at the best. Communities and local governments, without quali�ed information, are unable to demand proper regulations to
facilitate licensing in the available chunks of the TV bands, and the regulatory agents are basically concentrated in responding to the commercial
demands of the large media and telecommunications companies.
�e digital dividend is a specially delicate case, since the current
holders of analog TV channels (large media networks) have plans to
occupy these channels for their own future digital services - and they of
course also eye the white spaces. On the other hand, under the argument
of "spectrum crunch", mobile phone companies are also disputing these
bands. A report for AHCIET and GSMA �� argues that coverage of
mobile broadband could be from ��� to ��� in Argentina and Brasil,
from ��� to ��� in Colombia, from ��� to ��� in Mexico, and from
��� to ��� in Peru �� . But the outcome of these disputes is not clear. Just
as the telecommunications companies seek to o�er multimedia services
(IP-TV and others), the current media companies wish to provide digital
wireless services in these bands.
In this dispute around white spaces and the digital dividend, media
companies in Brazil argue that it is too early for the regulator to take
decisions on these channels, and that the telecommunications operators
already retain a lot of spectrum which they use ine�ciently. According
to the calculations of one of the corporate media associations (ABERT)
�� , the telecommunications companies in the country already hold spectrum equivalent to a total range of ��� MHz, while in the USA, where
usage is much more intense, this total is ��� MHz - and in both countries
there is evidence of ine�cient spectrum usage �� . ABERT also argues
that the claimed need of �,��� MHz of additional spectrum for a sample
of �� countries is not con�rmed in practice.
�e Ministry of Communications (MiniCom) informs that the reattribution of these channels will only happen when the transition to
digital TV is complete. Civil society organizations which monitor spectrum policy in Brazil insist that attribution and distribution of spectrum
ought to be decided on the basis of public consultations with society and
not just taking into account business models. �e Brazilian Constitution
foresees a pervasive public TV system, but this has not advanced as
it should, partly because of the alleged "lack of spectrum". However,
digital TV provides an exceptional opportunity to realize in full the
constitutional goal �� .
While in the USA, Canada and Europe practically the bulk of regulation for community use has already been established or is in its �nal
stages, with actual commercial or community installations already in
operation in some municipalities, in Brazil Anatel is concentrated only
in the licensing of mobile services in the �G/LTE modality in the range
���-��� MHz �� . For ITU’s Region �, Recommendation ��� de�ned this
range for mobile services. �is ITU Recommendation was discussed in
the Interamerican Telecommunications Commission (CITEL, a commission of the OAS �� ) in ����, which de�ned the ranges ���-��� MHz
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and ���-��� MHz for mobile services, and the ranges ���-��� MHz and
���-��� MHz for governmental use - but so far there has been no formal
adoption of this recommendation by the member countries.
Local governments and entrepreneurs, as well as community organizations and movements for digital inclusion, ought to proactively
support a public policy allowing for unlicensed or light-licensed use of
spectrum currently not in use (or that can be used in secondary mode),
employing the new radio technologies at the edge of the network. �ese
opportunities also require a policy to ensure isonomic access to backbones through points of presence in each municipality with an a�ordable
cost/bene�t ratio, as well as stimulus to deploy local �ber networks. It is
hoped that the national broadband strategies supported by the federal
government contemplate these prerequisites to stimulate innovation and
digital inclusion at the edge.
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